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The original
BeY   u

Wear
a BeYou 

to get the 
New Energy !

Recent discoveries in neuroscience and quantum physics scientifically explain that the entire universe 
and everything in it (including us) is made up of energy ... This means that everything is energetically 
connected ...

Therefore, if we change our energy, we transform what surrounds us and contribute to a better world.
Beyoubeunited© aims to participate in the development of a better society where everyone can express 
their unique talents and collaborate with each other in order to create a better future for all.

Because together, everything is possible!

To promote this vision, the association has created an energetic symbol whose proportions are based on 
the golden ratio, source of all harmony in Nature. It increases the frequency of the wearer. It has been 
designed with the intention of launching a movement :

The BeYou© symbol is distributed as Design and decoration objects and a collection of energetic jewellery.

Beyoubeunited© awas created by two associates, both aware of the need for an urgent change of vision 
and energy.

Christine Neve is an economist, energetic coach, facilitator of personal development workshops and co-
author of the book “Wake Up Now, the World is waiting for You!”
Virginie de Beukelaer is a graphic designer, yoga teacher and facilitator of personal development 
workshops.
From a common vision and their complementarity stems the dream of participating in the evolution of 
human consciousness for greater equity, harmony and cooperation.

Beyoubeunited© is dreaming of a fairer society in which individuals can cooperate by combining their 
talents, it is also actively involved in the field. The association participates in events, gives workshops and 
distributes BeYou© Energetic Symbol.

Beyoubeunited© wishes to promote the BeYou© Symbol all around the world. Its marketing makes it 
possible to generate funds which are used for the realization of concrete projects for a more equitable 
world.

The association wants to spread the BeYou© energetic symbol and support ethical projects around the 
world. It already supports the «Yayasan Dharma Jati» orphanage in Denpasar by providing with food, 
various supplies and leading workshops.
 
Beyoubeunited© is an independent Belgian association. It is managed by Christine Neve and Virginie de 
Beukelaer, bringing together management, communication and event facilitation skills.

The Beyoubeunited© team runs workshops that allow people to identify their talents and inspire them to 
develop their spirit of cooperation.

Dare to be yourself (Be You) and cooperate (Be United) !

@beyoubeunited©

Contacts: Christine Neve 0032 475 46 31 68  & Virginie de Beukelaer 0032 486 43 00 20  
beyoubeunited@gmail.com   -  www.beyoubeunited.com (e-shop)

Instagram: #beyoubeunited  -  Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/beyoubeunited/
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